Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Steve Gale

Session date 13 Aug 2016

Class

Year 3,4

Football

Sport

Time available
Session Theme

Developing the ABCS, Ball mastery, 1 V 1 Small sided Games.

45 mins - 1 hour

NOTES
Theme:

Click to insert session diagram

Speed (Agility,Balance & Coordination)

Using basic motor skills jogging, sidestepping, skipping, hopping, changes of direction,
acceleration - develop functional body movement. Observe children's movement and note
children who fail to move properly.
Tag Game - 5 children become tagger's each holding a football. Their aim is to tag a runner with
the ball. Once a runner has been tagged, they become a tagger and change over roles.
developing acceleration and spacial awareness.
Encourage - changes of direction, dodging actions, speed, quick decision making.
10 min approx

Theme:

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

Drop - Tap ups - drop the ball onto the laces of the foot and kick back up to catch alternating the
kicking foot. SEN children may drop onto floor first then kick back up to simplify the challenge.
Click to insert session diagram

Progress to using both feet to help prevent body bias and to encourage repetition. Keep your eye
on the ball and tense your foot when kicking back up.
Challenge - perform as many kick ups as possible using both feet.
Kick ups develop good first touch and overall ball mastery. Set homework challenge practice kick
ups whenever possible.
5 - 10 min approx

Theme:

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Dribbling your football inside the area keeping it as close to the feet as possible.
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Dribbling action - Cutting, zig zag action to encourage instep, outstep use. Laces and instep or
outstep to change direction and control the ball when turning.
Challenge - Dribble through as many gates as possible using a different coloured gate each time.
'Scan' with the eyes and create a picture of where the gates are when dribbling the ball.
Year 4 progression - Make gates bigger and add defenders for children to dribble past through
gate. Defenders can intercept or tackle coaches choice.
5 - 10 min approx

Theme:
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Game related

1 V 1 Attacking and Defending game
Children play a game of 1 V 1 against each other, their aim is to dribble through a gate to score a
point.
Ensure you explain the how to tackle or intercept the ball from an opponent - block tackles are
allowed but encourage quick interception of the ball using tap away's or pull backs using sole of
the foot - DEMONSTRATE!!!!! when the defending player wins the ball they become an attacking
player and try to dribble through a gate.
Allow free play and let the children enjoy the game without being stopped too often. Mix the
children up and rotate opponent every 2 mins.
Year 4 progression - Dribble through and turn around gate with a change of direction using
inside/outside cut.
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Print Session

Reinforce any vocabulary learnt throughout session. H
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